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Abstract: The mobility demand is a factor of vulnerability for urban areas in a foreseeable 

context of resources scarcity and fossil fuels prices rising. The perspective resilience implies 

the configuration of functional urban structures based on short-distance mobility flows, 

redefining the polycentrism as a tool for meeting the needs in close proximity. The 

evolution of Madrid Urban Area between 1996 and 2014 has been analysed in order to 

determine the mobility dependence and resilience of its different parts. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper focuses on the relationship between resilience and functional structure of urban areas, 

considering the cities dependence on mobility and fossil fuels consumption. The metropolitan 

expansion has increased the mobility demand for the population access to employment and other urban 

functions, leading urban areas to a situation of vulnerability to fossil fuels scarcity (Dodson and Sipe, 

2007, 2008; Newman et al, 2014).  

“Resilience” refers to the ability of urban areas to respond to multidimensional disturbances caused 

by different social, economic or ecological changes (Adger, 2000; Coaffee and Lee, 2016; Yamagata 
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and Sharifi, 2018). Thus, the resilience perspective includes the analysis of how the functional 

structures of current urban areas can reduce the mobility demand, and cope with the foreseeable fossil 

fuels prices rising. 

This work aims to contribute to a redefinition of urban areas polycentricity from the resilience 

perspective. Short-distance mobility flows (inner mobility) are considered the basis for more resilient 

functional structures, while long-distance flows (outer mobility) dependence relates to a higher 

vulnerability. The evolution of Madrid Urban Area functional structure between 1996 and 2014 will be 

assessed from this conceptual framework, identifying changes in inner and outer mobility patterns for 

each district in Madrid or municipality in the rest of the urban area. 

The second section of the paper will develop the state of art, both referring to resilience and fossil 

fuels scarcity, and to functional structures and polycentricity. Methodology and case study will be 

respectively described in sections 3 and 4. Results will be presented in section 5. The discussion will 

be addressed in section 6, and conclusions will be drawn in section 7. 

2. State of the Art 

2.1. Resilience and fossil fuels scarcity 

The introduction of the concept of resilience in urban studies has been primarily associated to the 

urban areas ability to face or prevent disruptive events such as natural disasters, violence or terrorism 

(Coaffee, 2008; Stevens et al, 2010; Muggah, 2014; Highfield et al, 2014). Nevertheless, some authors 

have introduced a more comprehensive approach, relating resilience to a broader range of social, 

economic and ecological impacts.  

Adger (2000) defines “social resilience” as “the ability of groups or communities to cope with 

external stresses and disturbances as a result of social, political and environmental changes”. Thus, 

resilience does not only refer to shocks or “disruptive events”, but also to systemic crisis with more 

continuous and gradual effects (“slow burn events”) (Coaffee and Lee, 2016).  This wider approach to 

resilience in urban areas has been assumed developed in most recent scholarly literature (Méndez, 

2012; Collier et al, 2013, Chelleri et al, 2015; Coaffee et al, 2018; Yamagata and Sharifi, 2018). 

Some of the most relevant social, economic and environmental changes currently faced by urban 

areas are related to resources scarcity and, particularly, with energy and fossil fuels consumption. 

Authors as Dodson (and Sipe, 2007, 2008; 2014; et al, 2016) or Newman (et al, 2014; and Kenworthy, 

2015) have pointed the urban areas demand for mobility and the fossil fuels prices rising associated to 

“peak oil” as the main factor for urban vulnerability. Hopkins (2008), Lehmann (2013), Collier et al 

(2013) or Sharifi and Yamagata (2016) have directly related “resilience” in urban areas to their ability 

to cope with energy and fossil fuels scarcity.   

The concept of resilience in urban areas has also been addressed from the systems theory (Janssen 

et al, 2006; Ahern, 2011; Reggiani et al, 2015; Normandin and Therrien, 2016; Olazábal et al, 2018). 

According to this theoretical framework, resilience uses to be related to the system density (number of 

nodes and connections which can be activated in a given system), complexity (diversity or multiplicity 

of these nodes and connections), or connectivity (nodes ability to generate different, emergent or 
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unexpected connections between them). Olazábal et al (2018) introduce the idea that connectivity may 

imply trade-offs from the resilience perspective, generating undesired negative-for-resilience effects 

and cause issues. 

Rueda (2011) identifies urban system sustainability with the decrease in the equation E/nH, being E 

the energy consumption, n the number of urban entities (density), and H the diversity of entities 

(complexity). Thus, energy consumption necessarily arises as a limiting factor for the system 

sustainability (or “resilience”), reaching a point where neither density nor complexity might be enough 

to offset the increase of energy consumption. 

Thus, Rueda (2011) and Olazábal et al (2018) provide some theoretical basis to consider that not all 

connections between nodes necessarily imply an increase of the system resilience. Given that mobility 

dependence is considered a factor of urban vulnerability in a context of fossil fuels scarcity (Dodson 

and Sipe, 2007, 2008; Newman, 2014), long-distance functional connections between the nodes of 

urban systems can be considered a trade-off for resilience in urban areas (Chelleri et al, 2015).  

This idea may result in a reconsideration of urban system density and complexity by themselves as 

resilience factors, as well as in a redefinition of polycentricity by itself as the most resilient functional 

structure for urban areas. The perspective of resilience implies the introduction of distance as key 

factor for assessing the urban areas functional performance. 

2.2. Polycentricity in urban areas: Functional and morphological approaches 

The concept “polycentrism” (or “polycentricity”) has been widely used in scholarly and policy 

literature on current urban areas functional structure, referring to the existence of several centres in a 

given urban area. Authors as Riguelle et al (2007) or Burger and Meijers (2012) have stressed the 

“vagueness”, “imprecision”, “loss of meaning” and “versatility” of this “fuzzy” concept, which uses to 

be used in a wide range of geographical scales.  

“Polycentrism” has been part of different policy tools in last decades, particularly within the 

European Union context (EC, 1999; ESPON, 2004, 2016). These documents have underlined the 

importance of “polycentric development” in multiple scales (regional, national, metropolitan), 

assuming that European urban areas have been evolving towards more polycentric structures. 

However, neither conceptual definition nor evidence about the increase of “polycentrism” has been 

provided by this normative agenda.  

Burger and Meijers (2012) classify the scholarly literature on polycentrism into “morphological” 

and “functional” approaches. The first relate “polycentricity” to balanced relationships between the 

population or employment densities in the different parts of the given urban area. The latter concern to 

the incoming and outcoming mobility flows (usually referred to employment) in each part of the urban 

area, considering “a balanced, multidirectional set of relations to be more polycentric”. 

Both kinds of polycentrism assessment of urban areas are based on previous definitions of 

“centralities” and “sub-centralities”. Functional polycentricity approaches define centrality from the 

mobility flows attracted or emitted by each part of the urban area. So, Burger and Meijers (2012), 

define nodality (N) as “the absolute importance of a centre based on internal and incoming external 
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flows”, and centrality (C) as “the surplus of importance of a centre based on incoming flows from 

other places”, subtracting internal flows (I) from nodality (N). Veneri (2013) defines the flow 

centrality ratio (FC) as the ratio between incoming and outcoming flows in a given municipality, being 

a ratio higher than 1 (more incomes than outcomes) a necessary condition to be considered a centre. 

Zhong et al (2017) also relate the condition of centrality to the density of incoming flows in the centre. 

So, these functional approaches do not consider short-distance inner flows for the definition of 

“centralities”. According to these three definitions, a district or municipality with a high degree of 

internal flows would never be considered a centre, even if its nodality (relative weight in the whole 

system flows) is high. Likewise, urban areas functionally based on short-distance mobility would not 

be considered as “polycentric”. On the other hand, urban areas with a high dependence on long-

distance travels will achieve high ratios of incoming flows in most of its parts, being therefore 

considered as “polycentric”. Thus, a contradiction between this definition of “polycentricity” and 

“resilience” can be drawn. 

With regard to morphological approaches to polycentricity (Giuliano and Small, 1991; McMillen 

and Lester, 2003; Riguelle et al, 2007; Muñiz et al, 2008), “centrality” uses to be defined from 

employment densities by surface unit, usually related to the distance to Central Business District or 

other centres. These approaches do not consider the flows, so may not be related to short or long 

distance mobility. 

Thus, internal flows are not considered a factor of “centrality” either in functional or morphological 

approaches. However, inner mobility is the only flow indicator which can be related to the classic 

definition of urban centres as diverse, complex and self-sufficient spaces. Centrality has also been 

defined as the ability of urban environments to meet the population needs in close proximity (Max 

Neef et al, 1986; Hernández Aja, 1997), enabling the access to the “right to the city” (Lefebvre, 1968). 

So, the perspective of resilience re-introduces the usefulness of urban centrality classic definitions to 

address the future challenges of urban areas.  

3. Methods 

3.1. Data sources 

The study of Madrid Urban Area functional structure has been based on mobility surveys conducted 

by CRTM (Regional Consortium of Transport of Madrid) in 1996 and 2014. These surveys have 

collected, within other, data on origins, destinations and purposes of travels carried out in working 

days. Origins and destinations have been aggregated in districts for the city of Madrid and 

municipalities for the rest of the urban area. 

The source does not discriminate between outward and return travels purpose, not being possible to 

define “attractor” and “emitter” centres. Nevertheless, it provides useful data on inner and outer travels 

for each district or municipality, enabling the assessment of its degree of functional interaction with 

the rest of the urban area and “self-sufficiency”. 
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3.2. Definition of indicators 

On the basis of the described data sources, the two following indicators have been defined for 1996 

and 2014 data: 

- Outer Mobility Index (OMI), which represents the district or municipality degree of interaction 

with the rest of the urban area. It can be related to the usual definition of “centrality” in 

“functional polycentricity” approaches (Burger and Meijers, 2012) and it can be defined as 

follows: = +
 

In which OMI = Outer Mobility Index; A = Flows attracted by the district or municipality; E= 

Flows emitted by the district or municipality; p = Population of the district or municipality in 

the corresponding year. 

- Inner Mobility Index (IMI), which represents the district or municipality degree of resilience, 

related to the weight of inner travels in its functional performance. It is defined as follows: =  

In which IMI = Inner Mobility Index; I = Inner flows with origin and destination in the district 

or municipality; p = Population of the district or municipality in the corresponding year. 

Both indicators have been defined considering only the travels with “Employment” purpose. In both 

cases, only flows with origin and destination inside the urban area have been considered, having been 

excluded the interactions with municipalities located outside Madrid Urban Area. The considered 

population has been the data issued by Spanish National Statistical Institute (INE) local population 

census in 1996 and 2004. 

Besides, the degree of nodality (N) has been calculated for each district and municipality in 1996 

and 2014. According to Burger and Meijers (2012), Nodality has been defined as follows: = + ++ +  

In which N = Nodality;  = Flows attracted by the district or municipality;  = Flows emitted by 

the district or municipality;  = Inner flows in the district or municipality;  = Flows attracted by 

all districts and municipalities in the urban area;  = Flows emitted by all districts and municipalities 

in the urban area;  = Inner flows in all districts and municipalities in the urban area. 

Districts and municipalities with N ≥ 1% have been considered high nodality areas within Madrid 

Urban Area (according to methodology used by Muñiz et al, 2008). 
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3.3. Cross-tab analysis 

Once defined OMI and IMI, districts and municipalities functional performance in 1996 and 2014 

has been classified according to their results in these two indicators. In both cases, classification has 

been carried out with reference to the whole Urban Area average scores. 

OMI has been used to define the degree of functional interaction between the district or 

municipality and the rest of the Urban Area. Districts and municipalities with higher OMI than Urban 

Area average score have been considered Interacting, whereas the ones with lower OMI than average 

score have been considered Not Interacting. 

IMI has defined the degree of the district or municipality functional resilience. Districts and 

municipalities with higher IMI than Urban Area average score have been considered Resilient, 

whereas the ones with lower IMI than average score have been considered Not Resilient. 

The cross-tab analysis of both classifications has led to four potential functional categories of 

districts and municipalities: Interacting Resilient (I-R), Interacting Not Resilient (I-NR); Not 

Interacting Resilient (NI-R), and Not Interacting Not Resilient (NI-NR). 

4. Case study description 

The case study area has been Madrid Urban Area, according to Ayuntamiento de Madrid (2014) 

delimitation referred to inner (Consolidated Urban Area) and outer (Expanding Urban Area) rings. An 

adjustment of the outer ring delimitation has been made according to data availability. A total of 50 

municipalities have been studied, having disaggregated Madrid data into 21 districts. Thus, a total of 

70 territorial entities have been analysed. 

The period under study (1996-2014) relates to the final stage of Madrid Urban Area expansion 

process, from 4.819.554 inhabitants in 1996 to 6.041.027 in 2014 (+25,34%). The population increase 

has been more relevant in outer ring (from 583.975 to 1.119.278 inhabitants, +91,67%), than in inner 

ring (from 1.368.729 to 1.756.514, +28,33%) and Madrid municipality (from 2.866.850 to 3.165.235, 

+10,41%). 

Results have been shown in charts according to this geographical classification: Madrid Central 

Almond (Central Business District), peripheral districts of Madrid, inner ring and outer ring. All 

peripheries have been also divided through the North-East/ South-West line which has historically 

defined the social division of Madrid Urban Area, corresponding North-West to upper classes and 

South-East to working classes (Gómez Giménez, 2017). 

5. Results 

5.1. Evolution 1996-2014. General trends in Madrid Urban Area. 

Figure 1 shows the results of OMI and IMI cross-tab analysis for 1996 and 2014. Madrid Urban 

Area average scores for both indicators have been drawn as dotted lines, delimiting the four categories 

above defined. 
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Figure 1. Results of cross-tab analysis for 1996 and 2014. 

 

 Prepared by the authors on the basis of mobility surveys conducted by CRTM (Regional 

Consortium of Transport of Madrid) in 1996 and 2014. 
(1) 
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As seen in the graph, Madrid Central Almond districts and northern districts and municipalities 

(corresponding to upper classes) tend to get high scores in Outer Mobility Index, being more 

interacting with the Urban Area flow system, associated in scholarly literature to “functional 

polycentrism” (Burger and Meijers, 2012). On the other hand, southern districts and municipalities 

(inhabited by working classes) tend to get low scores in outer mobility, not interacting with the rest of 

the Urban Area. 

Continuing with the outer mobility analysis, the graph shows how Madrid Urban Area average 

score has decreased between 1996 and 2014. This process has supposed a polarization in the degree of 

interaction for the different parts of the urban area. Some central and northern districts of Madrid 

municipality have kept their medium or high levels of interaction, and some northern inner ring 

municipalities have increased their score. On the other hand, most of outer ring peripheries and 

southern Madrid districts or inner ring municipalities scores have decreased. 

With regard to Inner Mobility Index, much more relevant differences between 1996 and 2014 

results can be drawn. In 1996, most of southern municipalities in the inner and outer ring had a 

resilient position, with a high score related to inner flows. In 2014, most of them have significantly 

reduced their inner mobility score, which implies a loss of resilience. Northern and southern outer ring 

municipalities show the same trend. Most of southern Madrid districts, due to their more central 

position and their ability to interact with other districts, already used to have low inner mobility scores 

in 1996, that nonetheless have also decreased in 2014.  

Central and northern Madrid districts present the opposite trend in Inner Mobility Index results. 

These areas used to have in 1996 lower inner mobility scores than the southern districts and 

municipalities and than the whole Urban Area. However, in 2014 some central and most of northern 

districts have considerably increased their scores. Inner ring northern municipalities have kept in 2014 

similar results to the ones scored in 1996, around or below Urban Area average. 

5.2. Results territorialization in Madrid Urban Area 

Figure 2 shows the spatial layout of the above described results in Madrid Urban Area for 1996 and 

2014. High nodality areas, representing more than 1% of total flows emitted and attracted in the urban 

area, are represented in solid hatching, while low nodality districts and municipalities have been 

pictured in dotted hatching. 

The figure represents how the functional configuration of Madrid Urban Area in the last two 

decades has led the southern inner ring municipalities from a resilient situation to a not resilient one, 

that has not even supposed a higher interaction with the rest of the urban area. The working-class 

corridor of southern and eastern Madrid Urban Area has nine high nodality municipalities. In 1996, 

eight of them had a Not Interacting Resilient (NI-R) situation, with a significant importance of inner 

travels, while only one has been classified as Not Interacting Not Resilient (NI-NR). In 2014, seven of 

these municipalities have scored as NI-NR, with a low degree of both interaction and self-sufficiency, 

while only two remain as NI-R. 
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Figure 2. Territorialization of results. 1996 and 2014. 

 

 Prepared by the authors on the basis of mobility surveys conducted by CRTM (Regional 

Consortium of Transport of Madrid) in 1996 and 2014. 
(1) 
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With regard to Madrid municipality, three of five northern districts have led to a more resilient 

position, moving from I-NR to I-R situation, from I-NR to NI-R or even from NI-NR to I-R. In Madrid 

Central Almond, the two districts with lowest average income (Tetuán and Arganzuela) have moved 

from high interaction positions in 1996 to low interaction ones in 2014, reinforcing their self-

sufficiency and being classified as NI-R. The rest of central districts remain in highly interacting 

situations (I-NR or I-R). Most of southern districts have been classified as NI-NR in both 1996 and 

2014, with some of them getting a higher level of interaction due to their relationship with Madrid 

second ring road M-40. 

6. Discussion 

The significant expansion of Madrid during the period 1996-2014, corresponding to the growth and 

collapse of Spanish real state bubble, has changed the functional structure of Madrid Urban Area. This 

process has developed in a context of supposed decentralization of employment and economic 

activities, leading towards a more polycentric functional structure. 

However, in the case of Madrid Urban Area, this process towards “functional polycentrism” 

(Burger and Meijers, 2012) has not been translated into a more resilient functional structure. Mobility 

demand has not significantly decreased and large parts of the urban area have lost their previous self-

sufficiency for labour mobility, based on short-distance and inner travels within municipalities. 

Besides, the process towards “functional polycentrism” has accentuated the historical socio-

economic imbalance between the North and the South of Madrid Urban Area. The southern inner ring 

municipalities which configure the historical working class corridor have been left out of the 

configuration of “polycentric” functional structure. None of them gets scores of interaction with the 

rest of the Urban Area higher than the average score. On the contrary, most of them have lost their 

ability to provide employment to their inhabitants in their own municipality. This previous situation 

enabled a more resilient and less mobility-demanding functional performance in these municipalities, 

which has led to their functional isolation and loss of self-sufficiency. 

This functional configuration has not been oblivious to the evolution of the Spanish and Madrid 

Urban Area economy itself. The larger municipalities in the south of Madrid have been historically 

associated to industrial activities. The process of deindustrialization and financialization of Spanish 

economy since the eighties has supposed the progressive decrease of economic activity and 

employment opportunities in these municipalities, which have not been replaced by other labour 

sectors and tertiary activities. 

On the other hand, financialization has strengthened both the resilience and the functional role of 

northern Madrid districts, historically associated to upper classes. New tertiary activities have 

developed in these areas, close to the second ring road of Madrid (M40), maintaining or increasing 

their degree of interaction with the rest of the urban area. Meanwhile, new urban developments for 

middle and upper classes in these districts have enabled these tertiary sector workers to move to a 

closer area from their workplace, increasing simultaneously the resilience of these parts of the urban 

area. 
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With regard to the most central part of the urban area, Madrid Central Almond, the results show that 

the supposed decentralization associated to the configuration of a more “polycentric” structure has not 

taken place. The districts that form the traditional Central Business District (CBD) of Madrid Urban 

Area (Centro, Salamanca, Chamberí, Chamartín and Retiro) remain within the most interacting with 

the rest of the urban area, having decreased their inner mobility. Only the lowest average income 

districts (Tetuán and Arganzuela) have decreased the high degree of outer mobility associated to their 

central position, increasing meanwhile their resilience and inner mobility. 

7. Conclusions  

The academic debate on urban resilience may not avoid the vulnerability of functional structures 

based on mobility demand for the access to employment and other urban functions. The resilience to 

resources scarcity and fossil fuels prices rising introduces a new perspective in the urban areas 

functional analysis which leads to a redefinition of “polycentrism”. Resilient functional structures will 

be the ones enabling the population to access to primary urban functions in proximity, and being based 

on short-distance and inner travels. 

The study of the evolution of Madrid Urban Area during the expansion carried out between 1996 

and 2014 has shown that functional structure is not leading to a more resilient configuration. On the 

contrary, this process has reduced the resilience and self-sufficiency of historically industrial 

peripheries, which have neither increased their functional interaction with the rest of the urban area.  

Thus, urban analysis and planning policies may incorporate the resilience perspective to achieve 

less mobility-demanding urban areas. This approach implies considering polycentrism as a tool for 

meeting the needs in closer proximity, and not for increasing the mobility dependence. Resilient urban 

structures may be based in balanced social, functional and economic distributions within the different 

parts of the urban area, avoiding situations of overlapped vulnerabilities. 
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